
 

 

 

AMX MAKES HDCP ‘ANALOGUE SIMPLE’ WITH NEW ALL-IN-ONE PRESENTATION SWITCHER 

 

3RU AV Controller-Switcher- -Scaler-Pro-Grade Audio Mixer; Delivering Pure Digital HDMI/HDCP and 

Analogue Content over one Twisted Pair Cable 

 

AMX, the leading manufacturer of unified control and automation solutions, has announced the 

Enova® DVX-3150HD ‘all-in-one’ presentation switcher. The Enova DVX-3150HD features advanced 

technology for end-to-end distribution of HDMI signals with full HDCP, without interruption or key 

constraints and with all the simplicity of analogue, using InstaGate Pro™ technology. The hybrid 

system is a complete solution for control, audio and video, all in a three rack unit space.  

 

"The DVX-3150 solves the installation nightmare that HDCP has caused for installers,” said AMX Chief 

Technology Officer Robert Noble. “Our dealers’ customers typically have many different rooms, each 

with various components; analogue and digital video sources, audio sources and more. Now 

installers have one product that does it all and adapts to the needs of virtually any room 

environment.”  

 

The DVX-3150HD from AMX is an all-in-one 10x4 switcher, controller, scaler, transcoder and 

converter with built-in professional grade audio processing. This ‘future-proofed’ solution easily 

integrates HDCP into system designs, delivering hassle free plug-and-play operation of digital and 

analogue video and audio. It simplifies installations by eliminating HDCP key constraints – sending 

HDCP signals to every display with no delays. 



“No tools, no delays, and no key constraints; the Enova DVX-3150HD just works because of InstaGate 

Pro Technology,” said Kevin Morrison, Managing Director, AMX Europe.  “AMX’s exclusive InstaGate 

Pro Technology allows traditionally key limited sources to be switched freely to all connected HDCP 

compliant displays – eliminating the HDCP key limitations that plague large applications.”  

 

Designed to simplify system design and provide a future-proof solution, the multi-format video 

inputs of the DVX-3150HD support analogue, digital and HDMI with HDCP sources. The state-of-the-

art professional grade audio DSP delivers quality audio throughout a room. Its built-in SmartScale® 

Technology outputs video that is perfectly scaled for each connected display, eliminating the 

integration challenges that can occur when sources and displays have different optimal resolutions - 

making the DVX-3150HD easy to specify, easy to install and easy to use.  

 

Adds Morrison: “When you have one unit that does so much, it creates so many advantages for the 

installer and end-user; less assets to maintain, less rack space utilised and less training of AV staff. 

The Enova DVX-3150HD simplifies installations – unquestionably.”  

 

AMX hardware and software solutions simplify the implementation, maintenance, and use of 

technology to create effective environments. With the increasing number of technologies and 

operating platforms at work and home, AMX solves the complexity of managing this technology with 

reliable, consistent and scalable systems. The company’s range of award-winning products spans 

control and automation, system-wide switching and audio/video signal distribution, digital signage 

and technology management. They are implemented worldwide in conference rooms, homes, 

classrooms, network operation and command centres, hotels, entertainment venues, broadcast 

facilities, amongst others.  AMX was founded in 1982 and is a member of the Duchossois Group of 

Companies. For more information, visit www.amx.com/eu.  To learn more about the Enova DVX-

3150HD visit www.amx.com/products/DVX-3150HD.asp  
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